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For low-frequency applications, a modal approach can be useful to describe vibro-acoustical
coupling. Based on combined vibrationaL/acoustical frequency response function measurements,
either with respect to acoustical or structural excitation, modal vibro-acoustical analysis can be
carried out. This paper presents a consolidation of the theory behind the vibro-acoustical modal
model. The model formulation is shown to be a nonsymmetrical formulation. It is shown that this
is not contradictory to the well-known vibro-acoustical reciprocity principle. The implications of the
nonsymmetry for the modal model are discussed. It is pointed out which variables must be measured
and what kind of scaling must be used in order to end up with a consistent modal formulation. The
theory is illustrated and verified by measurements on an experimental vibro-acoustical system,
consisting of a rigid cavity with one flexible wall. © 1996 Acoustical Society of America.

PACS numbers: 43.40.Rj, 43.20.Tb, 43.20.Ks, 43.58.Vb [CCB]

LIST OF SYMBOLS

main)

Kc coupling submatrix, representing the effect of
c speed_of sound in fluid (mis) fluid on structure
i ( — 1) Mc coupling submathx, representing the effect of
p sound pressure (N/rn2) structure on fluid
q volume velocity (m3/s) {f} vector of external force loading on structure
s Laplace variable {q} vector of acoustical source loading on fluid
5b flexible boundary of the acoustical cavity (m2) {l} vector of fluid pressure loading on structure
x structural displacement (m)

{lf} vector of structural loading on fluid
f structural (point) force (N) B system matrix of coupled system (Laplace do
p fluid density (kg/rn3)
w angular frequency (rad/s)

H transfer function matrix (Laplace domain)A5 system matrix of structural subsystem
A system matrix of fluid subsystem eigenvalue of the system matrix B

C5 structural damping matrix {.fr} eigenvector of the system matrix B

c fluid damping matrix Ar residue matrix
KS structural stiffness matrix {n} surface normal vector
K fluid stiffness matrix {n}, n} interpolation function vector
,s structural mass matrix IXI determinant of matrix X
M1 fluid mass matrix adj(X) adjoined of mathx X

INTRODUCTION oped and published so far. Some early investigations have
dealt with the problems of a vibrating plate backed by a rigidWhen considenng the global vibro-acoustical problem
enclosure by using analytical and experimental methods.’4of real-life enclosures, coupling is often found to exist be-
A detailed theoretical treatment of fluid—structure interactween the acoustical response in the cavity and the structural

excitation, whereas the structural response is also related to tions, based on the modal expansion theory and extended by

acoustical excitation sources in the cavity. Car interiors, cabs experimental verification, has been given by Dowell et al.5
of trucks, and aircraft fuselages are just a few practical ex- and by Pan and Bies.67 Numerical techniques, originally de
amples of this sort of system. Coupling implies that the veloped for mechanical systems, have been adopted and ap
acoustical and vibrational system behavior are not indepen- plied for acoustical and vibro-acoustical systems, as summa
dent from each other, and therefore the global system behav- rized recently by Göransson8and Coyette.9
ior has to be considered as one unit. In order to fully understand and model the vibro

With the ever increasing interest in these fluid—structure acoustical problem, modal analysis can also be considered,
interactions, numerous analysis techniques have been devel- which aims at identifying an (interdependent) modal model
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for the vibrational and acoustical part of the system in the [—w2iw—iwC+K’]{p}=p{4}±2{1}, (3)
lower-frequency range. Based on mechano-acoustical analo
gies, the adoption of mechanical experimental modal analy- w2{11} w2 f px1 dS. (4)sis procedures for the case of pure acoustical systems is
rather straightforward’°3and has been known for quite

The matrices M, C”, and K describe the pressure—volumesome time now. Similarly, numerical modal synthesis tech
niques are also in use for vibro-acoustical systems)45 How-

acceleration relation in case of a rigid wall structure. These
matrices do not reflect directly physical properties of theever, only a few papers have been published on the

theoretical’6 and experimental’7 modal analysis of vibro- fluid, but result from an indirect formulation of the acoustical

acoustical systems. problem. Equation (4) represents the loading due to (normal)

As will be discussed below in detail, the modal analysis vibration XN at the flexible boundary Sb of the cavity.
Rewriting and combining Eqs. (1), (2), (3). and (4) reof mixed vibro-acoustical systems is burdened by a number

suits in the following description of the vibro-acousticalof theoretical and practical problems. First of all, in order to
coupled system:devise a consistent modal formulation, the correct physical

quantities need to be measured, and it is important to under
stand how the applied quantities relate to each other. The
issue of selecting appropriate variables inevitably poses
questions concerning the nonsymmetry of the vibro
acoustical model, which in turn might seem to be in contra- . (5)

diction with the unquestionable reciprocity of vibro
acoustical systems. All of these matters have repercussions From (2) and (4) it can be seen intuitively that M and Kr are

related to each other. Indeed, according to Göransson,8 theon the choice of the excitation method, which can in prim-
elements of the matrices Kr and Mc can be expressed asciple be either acoustical or structural.
follows:The aim of this paper is to summarize the theory behind

a possible, relevant vibro-acoustical modal model. Unlike the
modal expansion techniques, the treatment is based on spa- (6)
tial discretization techniques which are usual in the numeri
cal analysis of dynamic systems. It will be shown that using
easily or reasonably measurable quantities, such as force and (7)
volume acceleration, as excitation, and sound pressure and
surface displacement, as response variables, results in a non- where {n} is the surface normal vector and {n1} is the inter-
symmetrical matrix equation. Due to the special nature of polation function vector in the finite element formulation.
this nonsymmetry, the right and left eigenvalues of the sys- This indicates that both matrices are (in a transposed form)
tern matrix are different but closely related, and thus the left interrelated with a factor of p, the fluid density:
eigenvalues can easily be derived which otherwise would not Mc=pKct. (8)be amenable to experimental analysis. The implications of
the established relationships for experimental vibro- The set of equations (5) represents a second-order model
acoustical modal analysis are outlined and the theory is veri- formulation for the vibro-acoustical behavior and can be
fled on a simple model measurement. used as a basis for further deduction. However, it is clear that

the set of equations is nonsymmetrical. This is even more
I. MODEL FORMULATION clear when rewriting Eq. (5) into a more compact matrix

form:
In order to understand the equations describing the

vibro-acoustical behavior of coupled systems, one can start
with the finite element formulations.8The (finite element) (9)
equation of motion for the structural vibrational behavior
under external structural loading, as well as under coupled with
acoustical loading, is as follows:

r 7

L — rM5—iwC5+K5]{x}{f}+{i}, (1) (10)

{1}= J p dS. (2) II. VIBRO-ACOUSTICAL RECIPROCITY
5h

Equation (2) represents the acoustical pressure loading on Reciprocity in structural problems, as well as in acous
the structure over the boundary surfaces 5,, of the cavity. tical problems, is well known. In the structural case, accel

On the other hand, when considering the acoustical eration response and force are related, while in the acoustical
problem, the acoustical pressure response in the cavity is case, volume acceleration and pressure are related. For vibro
caused by acoustical excitation, as well as by structural vi- acoustical coupled problems. the vibro-acoustical reciprocity
bration on the boundaries. From the indirect acoustical for- principle is valid. As formally demonstrated first by
mulation, the following equation can be derived for the fluid: Lyamshev,’8 followed by Ten Wolde et al. ,‘ Fahy,2° and
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recently by Norris and Rebinsky,21 the most usual form of
vibro-acoustical reciprocity is expressed as follows:

fji_—o q

In words, the ratio between the acoustical response p1 at
response location i within a cavity and a structural force

excitation f at location j on the structure (without excitation

by an acoustical source) equals the ratio between the accel

eration response i measured at the location and in the direc

tion of the applied force j and acoustical excitation (ex

pressed in volume acceleration of an ideal monopole)
‘

at

the pressure measurement location i (in absence of structural

excitation). Even if this is not obvious at first glance, this

basic reciprocity principle is also reflected in the set of Eq.

(9) which describe the coupled vibro-acoustical problem, as
will be shown below.

When only structural excitation and no acoustical exci
tation is applied (!f;’ = 0), it can be deduced from (8) and

(9):

p.i KC’
=

f •0

Similarly, when only acoustical excitation is applied (!c’;f
=0):

K’
- = K—A-----,-A

fO
ii

When the submatrices A5, A, and Kc are symmetrical
(which is a priori met under a linear assumption), the reci
procity relation (11) can be deduced from this set of equa
tions. The importance of Eq. (9) lies in the fact that vibro
acoustical reciprocity is valid, even if the describing set of
equations is not symmetrical. The nonsymmetry of Eq. (9) is
a particular feature of coupled vibro-acoustical systems, de
scribed by means of the used formulation. It differs both
from the full symmetry of the governing equations of purely
mechanical or acoustical systems, where reciprocity is ex
pressed by symmetrical matrices, and also from the skew

symmetrical, “gyroscopic” coupling terms of those matrix
equations, obtained from the modal expansion method.6 In
other words, the inthnsic and more general feature of reci
procity of physical systems is not necessarily accompanied

by full symmetry in the mathematical descriptions. Similar
conclusions have been drawn, even though ma somewhat
different context, recently by other authors.22’

It is worth noting that the nonsymmetrical formulation

of the set of equations is due to the choice of variables x, p,

f, and , which is imperative to arrive at the formulation
described in Eq. (9). By using another set of variables (e.g.,
x, f, p. and fq), the term u2 appears together with A1 rather
than with M’ in Eq. (9), rendering the equation symmetrical.
In order to end up with a symmetrical set of equations, and
thus enable the analyst to use efficient solvers in finite ele
ment analysis of vibro-acoustical systems, the introduction

of a further unknown, i.e., mainly some sort of fluid poten
tial, is usual.2527 However, this formulation does not have

adj(B(s))
H(s)

EHt1(s— Xr)(S K)

N
A A*

(SKr) + (sX)’

the required harmonic form to be used in standard experi

mental modal analysis (EMA) techniques. To the authors’

knowledge, no formulation has been put forward which is

(11) symmetrical, corresponds to the presently used EMA formu

lation, and at the same time uses easily measurable acousti

cal parameters.

III. IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORETICAL VIBRO
ACOUSTICAL MODAL ANALYSIS

From the set of Eqs. (5), it is clear that both the acous

tical uncoupled problem and the vibrational uncoupled prob

lem (Kc’,Mc=O) can be described by a symmetrical set of

second-order equations. The same type of modal parameter

estimation and modal decomposition algorithms used for un

coupled vibrational problems can thus be used for uncoupled

acoustical problems. Linearity is always assumed, also re

quiring linear damping models.
For the vibrational uncoupled problem, (measured)

transfer characteristics xlf (displacement over force) are

equivalent to the transfer characteristics plq (acoustical pres

2
sure over volume acceleration of the acoustical sources) for

the uncoupled acoustical problem.
For the coupled problem, (Kc,M 0), the set of

second-order equations (9) can be rewritten, based on (8) as:

As _Kc
. . f

—B = . . (14)

(13)
2KC A11p P p q

Conforming to general modal analysis theory,28 it follows

that a transfer function matrix H(s) can be written as:

H(s)’B(s), (15)

with, based upon standard matrix calculation,

adj(B (s))
B(s)’

= IB(s)I
(16)

adj(B(s))=[e1IBl]t, (17)

with IBJI the determinant of B(s) without row i and column

j;
=

1 if i+j is even, ande1=—l if i+j is odd.
With Kr the roots of the characteristic system equation

B(s) = 0, and by applying the theory of partial fraction ex

pansion, (15) can be rewritten as

(18)

with E a constant, N the number of modes in the frequency
band of interest, and Ar the so called residue matrix. The

residues equal

ArPadj(B(Xr)) (19)

with r a pole-dependent constant.
By right multiplication and by left multiplication with

B(s), Eq. (16) can be rewritten as

adj(B(s)).B(s)=’IB(s)II, (20)
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B(s). adj(B(s))= IB(s)J. (21) ‘r,kcri’frk +

Evaluating Eqs. (20) and (21) at eigenvalues Kr shows that. k r X— Kr) X(s—X)
since K,. is a root of the characteristic equation, the left and
the right eigenvalues are proportional to the adjoined matrix: Pt ‘rI’frtI’frk

+
{ii}’.B(Xr)=adj(B(Xr))B(Kr)=0, (22) k ri X(SKr) X(s—X)

B(Xr)

Considering any arbitrary row of Eq. (22) or any arbitrary
row of Eq. (23) shows that each row of the adjoined matrix is
proportional to the left eigenvector i,1i and that each column
of the adjoined matrix is proportional to the right eigenvector
qJ. Note that in case of a nonsymmetrical system the left
and right eigenvalues are different from each other.

For the special nonsymmetry of system Eq. (14), it can
be proven that the right and the left eigenvectors show a
special relation with respect to each other. Let the right
eigenvectors be named

sr
fr

then the left eigenvectors

sl

can be written as (subscript s is indicative for the structural

__________ _____________

response locations, subscript f for the acoustical fluid re
sponse locations):

1/1st —
x 1/’jr

This can be proven29 by substituting the values for the left
eigenvectors (24) in the corresponding left eigenvalue prob
lem formulation (22) and by transposing the matrix equation.
Based on the assumption of symmetry of both the structural
and the acoustical submatrices As and A1, this indeed yields
the right eigenvalue problem with the corresponding right
eigenvectors. This leads to the following conclusions about
the modal description of the coupled vibro-acoustical sys
tem, which are in correspondence with those drawn by
Zhang)7

The transfer functions between structural displacement
x, at location i or acoustical pressure response Pt at location
1, and structural force excitation f1 at location j can be writ
ten as a function of the right eigenvectors and eigenvalues of
the system matrix, as follows, based upon Eqs. (18), (19),
(22), (23), and (24):

Pr1/Isril/isrj h1sil,htsrj)*

f r=I (SKr) (s—X)

P1 — Pr1lIjri1/1çrj
+

fj r=i (SXr) (s—X)

The transfer functions between structural displacement x at
location i or acoustical pressure response Pt at location I and
acoustical volume acceleration excitation q at location k can
be written as follows:

(24)

(27)

(28)

(23
The right eigenvectors of the coupled problem represent (but
for a global scale factor) the vibro-acoustical modes; the left
eigenvectors represent (but for a scale factor per mode) the
participation factors. Due to the special relation between left
and right eigenvectors, the participation factors for acoustical
excitation and structural excitation are different with a scale
factor that equals the eigenvalue squared (and thus different
from mode to mode).

It is interesting to point out that Eqs. (26) and (27) for
= k and j i reflect the vibroacoustical reciprocity relation

ship. This requires

Pk X

(29)
fi q

or

2 PrlfIfrk1/Isri (Prlfrfrkl/Isri) *

r=I (SXr) (sX)

/ N D I I ID I I *
2 2 r’Psri’P’frk

+
rPsriWfrk)

(30— S
rI X(SKr) K(s—K)

One can see that for individual modes (considering indi
vidual terms in the above summation) the vibro-acoustical
relationship does not hold (as unlike for purely structural or
acoustical systems). Per mode, a frequency-dependent factor
(— X/s2) is causing the nonreciprocity. However, for the
summed contribution of all active modes into a frequency
response function, the vibro-acoustical reciprocity is com
plied with. This illustrates the importance of truncation ef
fects when synthesizing a frequency response function from
a limited number of vibro-acoustical modes.

IV. IMPLICATIONS FOR EXPERIMENTAL VIBRO
ACOUSTICAL MODAL ANALYSIS

Most of the multiple input/multiple output modal param
eter estimation algorithms do not require symmetry. The
nonsymmetry of the basic set of equations (14), and hence of
the modal descriptions (25)—(28), does not pose, as such, any
problems for those parameter estimation techniques, in order
to obtain valid modal frequencies and damping factors. Con
sidering that mode shapes themselves are arbitrarily scaled
vectors, the same also holds for mode shapes. However, in
an actual implementation for vibro-acoustical modal analy

(25) sis, care must be taken to handle mixed structural and acous
tical frequency response functions in terms of both units and
absolute levels.

(26) For practical applications, structural excitation can be
substituted by acoustical excitation [see Eqs. (25)—(28)].
This is often preferred for different reasons: placing an
acoustical source is usually more practicable than placing a
shaker: the acoustics of the cavity, which is the goal function
to be studied, is excited in a direct way; the measurements
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are more efficient. However, there is a very important prac
tical aspect: how to determine the quantity (volume accel
eration) of the acoustical source. Various calibration tech
niques have been suggested3°and are in use with success for
quite some time. (The methods used for the application part
in this paper will be discussed in Sec. V B.) The modal mod
els (mode shapes, frequencies, and damping factors) derived
from either acoustical excitation frequency response func
tions (FRFs) or structural excitation FRFs are compatible.

However, it is imperative to bear in mind that the par
ticipation factors obtained with acoustical excitation differ
by a scale factor per mode, as related to the structural exci
tation, due to the special nonsymmetry of the set of equa
tions. This has its consequences if the obtained modal model
is used for further calculations; for example, in expanding
the system matrix from one type of excitation to another. For
purely structural applications, the expansion is symmetrical,
based on the structural reciprocity principle. In vibro
acoustical systems, the expansion must be done according to
the vibro-acoustical reciprocity principle, which means the
expansion from one excitation type to the other cannot be
done in a symmetrical way. This is reflected in the scale
factors that must be applied in order to go from the structural
formulations (25) and (26) to the acoustical formulations
(27) and (28). Furthermore, since the scaling factors are the
squared eigenvalues, they are different for each considered
mode. An application of these principles is demonstrated in
Sec. V F.

V. APPLICATION: MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSIS
ON A VIBRO-ACOUSTICAL MODEL

The extension of the traditional experimental modal
analysis tools and techniques of mechanical systems to
vibro-acoustical systems is demonstrated and verified on the
basis of an extensive measurement series, performed on a
simple vibro-acoustical measurement setup. The main goal
of the reported experiments is to prove the applicability and
usefulness of combination of mechanical and acoustical ex
citations and responses in complex systems, but none the less
to draw attention to some critical points which can be crucial
in some applications.

A. Model description

The model used for the experiments is an irregular poiy
vinyichloride (PVC) box (with some resemblance to a car
body) of maximum dimension 0.84X0.4X0.4 m, plate thick
ness 0.01 m. The box can either be closed with a PVC bot
tom plate (for the uncoupled acoustical case) or with a flex
ible steel plate of 0.001 m thickness (for the vibro-acoustical
coupled case). A third possible version of this setup can be
obtained by removing the three top plates, thus bringing
about nearly uncoupled conditions for the flexible bottom
plate (uncoupled structural case).

The acoustical excitation is ensured by a loudspeaker
provided with a closed back cavity, built in one of the upper
corners of the model box. It can be taken out and replaced by
a rigid PVC plate during the structural excitation measure
ments in order to close the cavity with uniform impedance
everywhere and enable one to measure the blocked pressure

as required by Eq. (11). For the structural excitation an im
pact hammer or two shakers are used; these latter ones de
coupled during the acoustical excitation experiments, again
in order to avoid any uncontrolled impedance constraints.
The references for the structural excitation are measured by
force transducers; the structural responses are measured by
means of a set of roving accelerometers. The reference for
the acoustical excitation, i.e., volume acceleration of the
acoustical source, was derived from the input voltage to the
loudspeaker (to be discussed in See. V B in more detail). The
acoustical responses were measured by means of a roving
array of five miniature electret microphones. The total num
ber of structural responses was 212, the number of acoustical
responses was 151 (including driving point measurements).
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup.

B. Acoustical source calibration

The correct calibration of the acoustical source is essen
tial if one aims at proving vibro-acoustical reciprocity in
quantitative terms. The acoustical source is calibrated by la
ser velocity measurements at 31 points on the loudspeaker
surface in the form of FRFs referenced to the input voltage,
and this under anechoic conditions in a frequency range 20—
500 Hz. The volume acceleration versus input voltage cali
bration function is then calculated as the average velocity
over all points, multiplied by the active surface of the dia
phragm of the loudspeaker and j o. Figure 2 shows the ob
tained calibration curve used throughout the measurement
series.

In order to establish whether or not the loudspeaker’s
output is unacceptably influenced by the loading impedance
of the cavity during the actual measurements, the pressure in
the back cavity of the loudspeaker referenced to the input
voltage is measured as well, both during calibration and dur
ing the actual measurement runs. Figure 3 shows the super
position of the back cavity pressure/voltage FRF during cali
bration (under free field conditions) and during measurement
(loudspeaker in enclosed cavity). Clearly, the effects of the
acoustical resonances of the cavity can be seen, but are nev
ertheless negligible. This implies that the input voltage of the
loudspeaker can be considered as a correct reference signal
for the measurements.

,haker 1 shoker 2

FIG. 1. Experimental setup.
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C. Measurements

In order to establish the effects of vibro-acoustical cou
pling on the modal characteristics of the various systems
investigated, three series of measurements are performed:
one to reveal the characteristics of the flexible bottom plate
of the box without cavity (uncoupled structural subsystem—
(dual input) structural excitation, structural responses); one
to determine the modal model of the cavity enclosed with
rigid walls (uncoupled acoustical subsystem—(single input)
acoustical excitation, acoustical responses); and eventually,
measurements on the coupled vibro-acoustical system (both
structural and acoustical responses). In the course of the
measurements series, only auto- and cross-powers were mea
sured and stored. The calculations of the FaFs and the modal
analysis were performed subsequently.

Figure 4 gives the arithmetic average of all 212 mea
sured structural FRFs (structural response per structural ex
citation) for both the uncoupled and coupled case, between
210 Hz and 260 Hz (232 Hz is the first acoustical cavity

to
0

0.0
0.0

a

0.0.

0

0aa
.0
0.

FIG. 3. Loading effect of the cavity on the loudspeaker’s source strength:
FRF of the back cavity pressure of the loudspeaker, referenced to its input
voltage under free field conditions (dashed curve), and placed in the cavity
(solid curve).

mode). Figure 5 gives the average acoustical/acoustical FRFs
(calculated anologously to its structural counterpart) for both
the uncoupled and coupled case. It is clear from Fig. 5 that
the acoustical response in the cavity is remarkably affected
by the coupling. New resonance frequencies emerge, while
the original (uncoupled) resonance frequency essentially re
mains unchanged. The structural response is less sensitive,
even though a thorough analysis shows the existence of a
new peak in the data in the coupled case. A small shift of the
original resonance frequencies can also be observed. A more
detailed analysis of the measured results is given in Sec. V E.

It is worthwhile to note at this point that although cou
pling resulted in some slight shifts in resonance frequencies
(which is fully consistent with theoretical considerations),
similar frequency differences were also encountered between
modal analyses by using different excitation techniques.
These latter variations lended themselves to an explanation
by the loading effect of the applied force cells when using

0
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C
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.5.2
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a
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FIG. 5. Effect of coupling on the fluid response, expressed by the average
FRF of the sound pressures referenced to the input volume acceleration of
the loudspeaker for the coupled (solid curve) and the uncoupled case
(dashed curve).
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FIG. 2. Calibration curve of the used loudspeaker:
volume acceleration referenced to the input voltage.
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FIG. 4. Effect of coupling on the structural response, expressed by the
average FRF of the plate accelerations referenced to one of the external
force inputs for the coupled (solid curve) and the uncoupled case (dashed
curve).

500

FRF of the radiated

210 220 230 240 250

— coupled - acoustical excitation
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FIG. 6. Vibro-acoustical reciprocity at force input location 1, hammer ex
citation: acousticallstructural FRF (solid curve) and structurallacoustical

FRF (dashed curve).

shakers for the structural excitation, thus they do not contra
dict those conclusions drawn in Sec. IV. A further factor,
mostly not essential in the analysis of pure mechanical sys
tems but often deteriorating the accuracy of extensive vibro
acoustic experiments, is the variation of air temperature in
the course of the measurements, resulting in continuously
changing sound speed and therefore changing resonance fre
quencies. In spite of every effort to keep measurement time
as low as possible, the measurements had to be performed
over the course of several days.

D. Vibro-acoustical reciprocity

Due to the absolute calibration of the acoustical source
used in the experiment, the vibro-acoustical reciprocity can
be fully verified in quantitative terms. Figure 6 shows the
superposition of two FRFs; one being the acoustical pressure
response at the loudspeaker’s location (with the loudspeaker
taken away from the measurement setup and substituted by a
rigid plate) with respect to structural excitation at one posi
tion obtained by impact hammer excitation, and the other
being an acceleration response at this force input position
with respect to acoustical excitation of the loudspeaker. As
one can see, apart from some low-level notches and narrow
frequency regions, the agreement between the two measure
ments is quite reasonable, showing that vibro-acoustical reci
procity is a valid assumption for this experimental system.
Note that the agreement is considerably worse if shaker input
measurements are used, obviously distorted by a small but
not negligible load effect of the top housing of the applied
force sensor (Fig. 7).

Not surprisingly, deviations also become more
pronounced with increasing frequencies. The supposed rea
son of this disagreement is that the basic assumption of the
vibro-acoustic reciprocity principle, namely that the
considered acoustical source is an ideal omnidirectional
monopole, is more difficult to realize at higher frequencies.
The discrepancy stresses the need for a new generation of
calibrated acoustical volume velocity sources for this sort of
applications.

E. Modal analysis results

Using the measured acoustical, structural, structural!
acoustical, and acousticallstructural FRFs for both the
coupled and uncoupled cases, four sets of modal analyses
were performed in total.

Standard least-squares complex exponential and least-
squares frequency domain curve fitting procedures were used
for curve fitting all available data.28 This resulted in the
modal frequencies and damping factors for the different
cases considered; a few of them are reported in Table I. The
number of modal frequencies is increased in the considered
band and slight frequency shifts can be observed, as dis
cussed in Sec. V C and Sec. V D.

Figure 8(a)—(d) show the uncoupled acoustical and un
coupled structural mode shapes, as well as the corresponding
coupled vibro-accoustical mode shapes, estimated from
structural as well as acoustical excitation. Similar to the
structural ones, the visualization of the acoustical mode
shape of the cavity is done by a “displacement” perpendicu
lar to the wireframe planes aLong which the sound pressures
were measured. Clearly, vibro-acoustical coupling has little
effect on the uncoupled mode shapes, and both the structural
and acoustical coupled mode shapes are essentially identical,
irrespective of whether the system is structurally or acousti
cally excited. This verifies the theoretical considerations that
the derivation of a vibro-acoustical modal model is indepen
dent from the applied inputs.

TABLE I. Estimated modal frequencies and damping ratios for various

(uncoupled and coupled) systems in the frequency range around the first

acoustical cavity resonance.

Uncoupled Uncoupled Coupled vibro- Coupled vibro

acoustical structural acoustic system, acoustic system,

subsystem subsystem structural excitation acoustical excitation

230.9 Hz/0.8% 230.0 Hz/0.7% 231.8 Hz/0.7%

230.9 Hz/l.4% 232.6 Hz/0.6% 233.6 Hz/0.5%

236.4 HzJO.6% 236.3 Hz/0.5%0 237.2 Hz/0.5%

238.1 HzIO.9% 238.4 Hz/I .0%

coIIexcion
sthjcua,.l respons.. acoustical excitation

ISO

90
Dl
Gt

it
it

0. ;:NN
50 100 200

frequency - Hz
300 50 100 200 300

frequency . Hz

FIG. 7. Vibro-acoustical reciprocity at force input location 1, shaker exci
tation: acousticallstructural FRF (solid curve) and structurallacoustical FRF
(dashed curve).
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(a)
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237.2 Hz

(d) side view

FIG. 8. Modal deformations: (a) uncoupled structural case; (b) uncoupled acoustical case; (c) coupled vibro-acoustical case: structural excitation; (d) coupled
vibro-acoustical case: acoustical excitation.

I
Arkf Arim
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F. FRF synthesis in vibro-acoustical systems of an acoustical response, for instance, due to structural ex
citation at a given location, can be done based on the modalUnlike the derivation of a modal model itself, its use for
model obtained via acoustical excitation, with inclusion offurther calculations is not as straightforward and the non-

symmetry of the modal formulation may no longer be disre- the proper scaling of the mode shapes. If this scaling is not
taken into account, the obtained synthesis will not be correct.garded, The similarities and the differences in the application

As an example, assume now that the synthesis of theof a vibro-acoustical modal model is demonstrated in the
FRF between a sound pressure at point k and a force at pointframework of an FRF synthesis exercise.
m is desired, provided that a modal model is available whichSince the applied modal formalism, Eq. (9) is an exten
is based on a full set of FRFs measured with respect tosion of, and thus fully compatible with, that of a purely me-
acoustical excitation at location t. According to Eq. (18), thechanical system, the classical frequency response matrix

methods of the experimental modal analysis method may sought element of the FRF matrix, P k/fm, can be expressed
as a sum of N modal contributionsalso be applied. Using Eq. (15), one can rewrite Eqs. (14) in

the simple form N

fin r1 (SXr)
+ (*)“ (32)

[H]{=I. (31)
Hkm=2

Arkm Am

J 1J
Each contribution is described by the eigenvalue Xr and the

Just as in the case of purely mechanical systems, the full appropriate element of the residue matrix, A rkm This ele
frequency response matrix H which is made of d X d FRFs ment can be described as, according to Eq. (26),
( where d denotes the sum of the measured structural and
acoustical degrees of freedom) can be constructed from one Prl/ijrrkçbcrtPrtfljrrttfrsrm
single row or column of d measured frequency response Ark,fl= PrIfrklfrsrm

functions. This implies that, based on the modal parameters
estimated from frequency response functions measured with
reference to one single structural or acoustical input, it is (33)

possible to synthesize frequency response functions with re
spect to any other input, irrespective of its kind or location. Given all elements of the tth column of the residue matrix
(The necessary conditions of this synthesis are that a corn- (FRFs with respect to acoustical excitation in t available),
plete column of the FRF matrix is available and the d FRFs the first and second product terms in Eq. (33) are readily
must contain nonzero residue information for every modal available. Nevertheless, the third term describing the acous
vector.) For purely structural applications, this synthesis is tical modal response at location t due to the structural exci
based on symmetrical extrapolation. For vibro-acoustical ap- tation at location n can be calculated by making use of the
plications, the extrapolation from one type of excitation to vibro-acoustical reciprocity relation, taking the structural re
the other type of excitation requires a vibro-acoustical recip- sponse at m due to the acoustical excitation at t. Based on
rocal extrapolation, which is not symmetrical. The synthesis Eqs. (26) and (27), the needed residue is obtained from
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FIG. 9. Synthesis of acoustical response/structural excitation FRF based on
a nonscaled acoustical excitation modal model.

Arim”XArmt. (34)

Substituting Eqs. (34) and (33) back to Eq. (32) and perfonn
ing the summation for all considered modes, one ends up
with the desired FRF. One should certainly remain aware of
the importance of truncation by taking only a limited number
of modes on the vibro-acoustical reciprocity relationship as
mentioned in Sec. III.

Figure 9 shows the FRF synthesized without appropri
ately scaling the acoustical excitation modal model, before
expanding it to the structural excitation case; Fig. 10 shows
the resulting FRF with appropriate scaling. Clearly, large
scaling deviations (130 dB) exist between the two synthe
sized FRFs. Figure 11 then shows the synthesized .FRF from
the structural excitation modal model. The differences in
Figs. 10 and 11 are mainly due to the shift in modal frequen
cies that were observed during the tests. At resonance the
magnitude of the FRFs are corresponding quite well. Off-
resonance, the deviations are larger due to the aforemen
tioned truncation effects.

FIG. 11. Synthesis of acoustical response/structural excitation FRF based on
a structural excitation modal model.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Within this paper a framework of reference has been put
down for performing vibro-accoustical modal analysis. Start
ing from a theoretical finite element formulation of the vibro
acoustical problem, it is shown which second-order model
formulation is appropriate and consistent for experimental
vibro-acoustical modal analysis. It is explained which physi
cal parameters must be measured, both in the case of struc
tural excitation and in the case of acoustical excitation. Also,
it is shown that the general vibro-acoustical reciprocity does
not imply model symmetry. The consequence of this is that a
special modal scaling, equal to the eigenvalues squared, must
be applied in the modal models to go from acoustical exci
tation to structural excitation, and vice versa.

The theory is proven by performing extensive structural
and acoustical tests, both using structural and acoustical ex
citation, on a laboratory model. Care is taken to calibrate the
acoustical source strength. By doing this, vibro-acoustical
reciprocity can be verified and proven experimentally. Con
sistent modal models are derived from the FRFs obtained
with structural and acoustical excitation. The need for scal
ing the modal models when going from one type of excita
tion to another is demonstrated.
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